ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is one of the most important issues in the planning and operation of the manufacturing systems [1] . The Job Shop Scheduling problem consists of a set of jobs, job= {j 1 , j 2 … j n }, and a set of machines, machine= {m 1 , m 2 … m n }. In the general JSSP, each job comprises a set of tasks which must each be done on a different machine for different specified processing times, in a given job-dependent order. The standard Job Shop Scheduling problem makes the following constraints and assumptions [2] :
• The processing time for each operation using a particular machine is defined.
• There is a pre-defined sequence of operations that has to be maintained to complete each job.
• Delivery times of the products are undefined.
• There is no setup or tardiness cost.
• A machine can process only one job at a time.
• Each job is performed on each machine only once.
• No machine can deal with more than one type of task.
• The system cannot be interrupted until each operation of each job is finished.
• No machine can halt a job and start another job before finishing the previous one.
• Each and every machine has full efficiency.
Table1 shows a standard 6×6 benchmark problem (j=6 and m=6) from [3] . In this example, job 1 must go to machine 3 for 1 unit of time, then to machine 1 for 3 units of time, and so on. In this paper, the problem is to minimize the total elapsed time between the beginning of the first task and the completion of the last task, the makespan. The other measures of schedule quality exist, but shortest makespan is the simplest and most widely used criterion. For the above problem the minimum makespan is known to be 55. The schedule is shown in Figure 1 [4]. Due to the practical significance of the JSSP, it has drawn the attention of researchers for the last decades. Bruker and Schile were the first to address this problem in 1990 [5] . They developed a polynomial graphical algorithm for a two-job problem. Haung and Yin used an improved shifting bottleneck procedure for the JSSP [6] . Chen and Luh used a new alternative method to Lagrangian relaxation approach [7] . A taboo search algorithm for the JSSP was applied by Nowicki and Smutnicki [8] . Yang et al. used a clonal selection based Memetic algorithm for the JSSP [9] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Memetic algorithm. The proposed approach is explained in section 3. Section 4 reports experimental results. Concluding remarks are given in section 5.
MEMETIC ALGORITHM
The term 'Memetic Algorithms' [10] (MAs) was introduced in the late 80s to denote a family of meta-heuristics that have as central theme the hybridization of different algorithmic approaches for a given problem .The adjective 'memetic' comes from the term 'meme', coined by R.
Dawkins [11] to denote an analogous to the gene in the context of cultural evolutions. It was first proposed as a means of conveying the message that, although inspiring for many, biological evolution should not constrain the imagination to develop population-based method. MAs have been applied in a number of different areas and problem domains. It is now well established that it is hard for a 'pure' Genetic Algorithm to 'fine tune' the search in complex spaces. Researchers and practitioners have shown that a combination of global and local search is almost always beneficial [16] . So MAs which are population-based Meta heuristic search approaches have been receiving increasing attention in the recent years. Generally, MA may be regarded as a marriage between a population-based global search and local improvement procedures. It has shown to be successful for solving scheduling problems [17] . The basic steps of a canonical MA for general nonlinear optimization based on the GA can be outlined in Figure  2 . 
THE PROPOSED APPROACH (JSFMA)
JSFMA is a three-stage approach. Shown in Figure 3 , the flowchart of the JSFMA and the components of it are described in the following.
3.1.Components of the first stage (Primary organization) 3.1.1. Parameter setting
Some parameters used in the JSFMA are chosen experimentally to get a satisfactory solution in an acceptable time span. Through experimentation, parameters values were chosen as follow:
• Number of iterations: 150 • Maximum number of iterations per temperature: 10 • Crossover probability: 0.8
• Mutation probability: 0.01 Figure 3 .The flowchart of the proposed approach Besides, each algorithm needs a large enough space to search an optimal solution. With regard to the point that we aimed to test the proposed approach on the 20 different instances with various sizes, considering a suitable search space could play an important role to find the optimal solutions in an acceptable time. The greater the sub population size, the more computation time. So analyzing the instances, we have considered the size of the entire population, the size and the number of sub populations as follow to reduce the computation time (without decreasing the quality).
• Size of the entire population: 204 • Size of each sub population: 34 • Number of sub populations: 6
Population initialization
In this approach, using a random way the whole population is created. A population which will be partitioned into several subsets consists of a set of solutions, schedules.
Fitness evaluation
The task of optimization is determining the values of a set of parameters so that some measure of optimality is satisfied, subject to certain constraints. This task is of great importance to many professions [18] . The objectives usually considered in the JSSP are the minimization of makespan, the minimization of tardiness, and the minimization of mean flow time, etc [19] . In this paper, we have considered the JSSP with an objective of minimizing makespan, a typical performance indicator for the JSSP. Makespan is defined as the total time between the starting of the first operation and the ending of the last operation in all jobs.
Sort population and Create Sub populations
In this part the solutions are sorted in a descending order according to their fitness. Then the entire population is divided into m sub populations, each containing n solutions. Finally, a process similar to Shuffled Frog Leaping algorithm (SFL) [20] is applied. That is, the first solution goes to the first sub population, the second solution goes to the second sub population, solution m goes to the mth sub population, and solution m+1 goes back to the first sub population, etc. These sub populations are of equal size and their boundary is closed. Of course, they can cooperate with each other in the third stage.
Components of the second stage (Evolution)

Selection
The selection phase is in charge to choose the better individuals for the crossover. In this paper the Roulette wheel selection method [21] is adopted. In this method, the first step is to calculate the cumulative fitness of the whole population through the sum of the fitness of all individuals. After that, the probability of selection is calculated for each individual as shown Eq.1. Then, an array is built containing cumulative probabilities of the individuals. So, n random numbers are generated in the range 0 to ݂ܲ and for each random number an array element which can have a higher value is searched for. Therefore, individuals are selected according to their probabilities of selection [22] .
Crossover
Crossover can be regarded as the backbone of genetic search. It intends to inherit nearly half of the information of two parent solutions to one or more offspring solutions. Provided that the parents keep different aspects of high quality solutions, crossover induces a good chance to find still better offspring [23] .
Mutation
For every string that advances to the mutation component, the Inversion Mutation (IVM) [24] is used. It randomly selects a substring, removes it from the string and inserts it in a randomly selected position. However, the substring is inserted in reversed order. Consider the string (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) and suppose that the substring (3 4 5) is chosen. Now this substring is inserted in reversed order immediately after position 7 as shown in Figure 4 and gives (1 2 6 7 5 4 3 8) [25] . 
Replacement
The population of crossover and mutation components, new population, and the old population are sorted separately in an ascending order according to their fitness. Then using an elitist method, the first half of the new population, the best of this population, are combined with the first half of the old population, the best of the old population, to form the final population of the current generation.
Local search through Simulated Annealing
The local search complements to the genetic part to keep the balance of the exploitation and exploration is provided by Simulated Annealing. Simulated Annealing (SA) is motivated by an analogy to annealing in solids. The idea of SA comes from a paper published by Metropolis et al. in 1953 [26] . The algorithm in that paper simulated the cooling of material in a heat bath. In 1982, Kirkpatrick et al. [27] took the idea of the Metropolis algorithm and applied it to optimization problems. The idea is to use the Simulated Annealing to search for feasible solutions and converge to an optimal solution [28] . The SA optimization algorithm uses a similar concept. The objective function is considered as a measure of the energy of the system and this is maintained fixed for a certain number of iterations (a temperature cycle). In each of the iterations, the parameters are changed to a nearby location in parameter space and the new objective function value is calculated. If it decreases, the new state will be accepted. If it increases, the new state will be accepted with a probability that follows a Boltzmann distribution (the higher temperature means the higher probability of accepting the new state). After a fixed number of iterations, the stopping criterion is checked. If it does not come time to stop, the system's temperature will be reduced and the algorithm will continue. Simulated Annealing is a stochastic algorithm that will guarantee to converge, if it runs for an infinite number of iterations. It is one of the most robust global optimization algorithms, although it is also one of the slowest [29] . Figure 5 shows the Simulated Annealing algorithm [30] . In the Figure, the VALUE function corresponds to the total energy of the atoms in the material, and T corresponds to the temperature. The schedule determines the rate at which the temperature is lowered. Individual moves in the state space correspond to random fluctuations due to thermal noise. One can prove that if the temperature is lowered sufficiently slowly, the material will attain a lowest-energy (perfectly ordered) configuration. This corresponds to the statement that if schedule lowers T slowly enough, the algorithm will find a global optimum. The local search for all chromosomes or in all generations may cost much computation time. So Ishibuchi et al. [31] proposed the following strategies:
• To apply local search to a sub set of the population selected based upon a given probability P and on the fitness of the solutions according to preset criteria.
• To apply the local search procedure not after each generation but every T>1 generations.
It has been observed that applying the local search for a limited number of iterations enables better results in the long run as reported in [32] for the maintenance scheduling problem. In the case of which solutions should be applied to each group of operators, an approach that has been used in the literature is to improve by the local search only a number of the best solutions in the population [33] . In [34] authors implemented a first version of Memetic algorithm for the Flow Shop Scheduling problem. They proposed not to examine the whole neighbourhood but only a fraction of it (i.e. best of k instead of best of all) and stop the search when no better neighbour is found after a small number of iterations. Later, they also proposed to apply local search to only good offspring to improve the search ability of their genetic local search approach [35] . In this paper, the best half of each sub population (based on fitness) is chosen to improve by local search. And in every 10 generations, the local search procedure, SA, is run.
Components of the third stage (Final organization)
Recreate Sub populations and Regrouping
In stage 2, each sub population was isolated and could not share its findings with the other sub populations. In this stage using a process similar to stage 1, the population arrangement is done again. That is, the solutions are sorted in a descending order according to their fitness. Then the entire population is divided into m sub populations, each containing n solutions. Finally, a process similar to the SFL is applied. That is, the first solution goes to the first sub population, the second solution goes to the second sub population, population m goes to the mth sub population, and solution m+1 goes back to the first sub population, etc.
Experimental results
The JSFMA was implemented in Matlab and the tests were run on a PC with Pentium IV 2.8 GHz processor and 2 GB memory. In order to give a rough idea about the quality achieved, we confined to the 20 problems of the LA test problems, LA01-LA20, that were reported by Lawrence in 1984 [36] . Applied instances of this data set consist of the problems with 10, 15 or 20 jobs, 5 or 10 machines, and 5 or 10 operations. The benchmark instances considered in the experiments are summarized in Table 2 . In the table, the first column shows the instance name and the second one indicates the relevant reference. Table 2 .Benchmark instances Table 3 summarizes the results of our experiment and compares them with the results of the other literature considered. The contents of the table respectively include the test problem name (INS), the number of jobs (J-no), the number of operations (O-no), the value of the best known solution (BKS), the value of the best solution found by the proposed approach (JSFMA), the relative deviation of this approach with respect to BKS (Dev%), and finally the values of the best solution obtained by Gao et al. [19] , Yang et al. [9] , Park et al. [42] , Nuijten [43 ] , and Coello [44] . The relative deviation is defined as Eq.2.
Where, MK JSFMA is the makespan obtained by the proposed approach and MK BKS is the best known makespan. Results show that in 80% of all cases, the bold numbers shown in column JSFMA of Table 3 , our approach could find the BKS successfully. The proposed approach could gain the Best Known Solutions to LA01-LA20 with the exception of LA16, LA19, and LA20. Figure 6 draws the makespan of JSFMA and the best known solution in comparison. As shown in Table 4 , in 17 out of 20 problems JSFMA could gain the same good results as the literature. Information of the other specified papers is also shown in Table 4 . In that table, the first column refers to the criteria chosen to compare algorithms. The second column shows the instances names the tests were run by them. The remaining columns refer to the values of the
Instance Reference
ft06-ft10-ft20 Muth and Thompson [37] la01-la40 Lawrence [36] abz5-abz9 Adams et al. [38] orb01-orb10 Applegate and Cook [39] swv01-swv20 Storer et al. [40] yn1-yn4 Yamada and Nakano [41] proposed approach and the other papers. To show the proposed approach efficiency, average relative deviations of the JSFMA with respect to the several papers are calculated and shown in Table 5 . The #BM indicates the number of solutions with the better makespan rather than BKS.
The #SM indicates the number of solutions equal to BKS.
The #WM indicates the number of solutions with the worst makespan rather than BKS.
Table5. Average relative deviation of JSFMA with respect to other papers Instance Name Literature Average DEV% LA01-LA20
Gao [19] -4.81 Yang [9] -4.01 Park [42] 3.23 Coello [44] 1.82 Nuijten [43] -3.40
CONCLUSION
The JSSP belongs to the NP-hard family of problems and still the optimal solution for all test problems could not be found by the proposed algorithms. Over the last decades a good amount of research has been reported aiming to solve JSSP by means of different algorithms. One of the algorithms used to solve JSSP is the Memetic Algorithm. This effective algorithm keeps the balance of exploration and exploitation.
In this paper, a three-stage multi population based hybrid approach, JSFMA, is proposed to solve JSSP. In fact, we seek solutions to the Job Shop Scheduling Problem by means of a Memetic Algorithm that combines a Genetic Algorithm with a Simulated Annealing based local search. To find solutions three stages are considered. In the first stage parameters setting and the population initialization are done. Then the population is divided into several groups using the SFLA, Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm, method. In the second stage the Memetic Algorithm is applied. In the last stage the groups are combined and using SFLA method re-grouping operation is done. In this way the individuals can migrate to other groups. The approach is compared with several algorithms proposed in the literature and the tests are done on a set of 20 standard instances from the Lawrence's dataset. The computational results show that SFLMA can find the Best Known Solution in 80% of the instances, LA01-LA20.
